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1 Important statement 

Please read the manual carefully before installation and operation of the lifting machine so as to avoid any loss of 
property or even personal injury caused by improper operation.
Any user may not alter the control part of the machine or other mechanical parts without the permission of the 
manufacturer. Professional trained personnel can operate the lift. Electrical connections must be operated by personnel
with electrical qualifications. Non-professionals should not use lifting machines

1.1Safety notes 

 Do not install the lift on asphalt. The thickness of the concrete must meet the requirements.
 Before you operate the lift, read and understand the instructions for safety operation carefully.
 Customers do not have special needs customized, lifts are generally not used outdoors.
 Hands and feet away from the lift’s moving parts, when the machine falling, remove the hands and feet,to 

avoid being hurt.
 Professional trained personnel can operate the lift.
 The operator is not allowed to wear fat clothing so as not to be caught in the moving parts during the lifting of

the machine.
 The lifting machine must be kept clean and tidy and should not be piled up so as not to cause accidents.
 The lift is designed to lift the vehicle as a whole, not a part; Do not attempt to lift vehicles that exceed the 

rated weight.
 When working under the car, make sure the safety lock of lifting machine is in the occlusion state.
 Lift the lift of lift of lift to be sure to put in the position that the vehicle manufacturer suggests, then slowly 

raise the vehicle, make sure that stable does not happen inclined, tilting, fall off ability to lift to want height.
 Check whether there is any damage on the parts at any time, check the flexibility of synchronicity and 

activities are part of the machine, and pay attention to maintenance regularly, once found abnormal situation, 
immediately stop using and contact the dealer.

 Please minimize the machine after operation.
 Without the permission of the manufacturer, the parts of the lifting machine shall not be changed without 

authorization
 If the machine is not used for a long time, the user needs:

A. Cut-off power B. Emptying hydraulic fluid C. The moving parts are lubricated with hydraulic oil

1.2Floor preparation and working conditions

See the requirements regarding the working conditions and floor preparation. 
Before you agree upon the installation date, be sure that the: 

1. Floor:
● is made of B25 concrete (or better)
● has the dimensions: 400cm x 150cm, 30cm depth (20cm – with frame lifts)
● has no reinforcement on the depth of 30cm
● is even 
● has been cured for 28 days minimum

2. Installation spot – working conditions.  A garage or any other spot under a roof that meets the following 
requirements:
● temperature span: -5℃ ～ +40℃
● humidity: temperature +30℃, relative humidity ≤80%

3. Lift location on the day of installation:
● It should be in the place you are going to use it at. 
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1.3Warning labels
There are some warning labels on the unit. Be sure you are familiar with them. Be sure they are clean and visible. If

they get damaged in any way, replace them immediately.
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1.4Transport and storage

Packing weight: 580Kg
Packing size as below:

The goods should be handled by 3 tons or above hoist, forklift truck loading and unloading. To prevent the goods from
falling, one person should observe the goods in case of accidents.The goods are transported by car or ship.
At the arrival of the goods, verify that all items specified in the delivery notes are included. If finding missing parts, 
possible defects or damage due to transport, one should examine damaged cartons according to ‘Packing List’ to 
verify the condition of damaged goods and missing parts, also the person in charge or the carrier must be immediately 
informed. The machine is heavy goods! Don’t take manpower load and unload and transporting way into 
consideration.The goods must be transported in the manner shown in the picture.
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2 Product description 

Base plate two post lift is composed of master/vice columns, slide, lifting arms, cylinder, power unit, chain and base 
plate. When the power unit is turned on and the gear pump works, the hydraulic oil pushes the piston rod of the 
cylinder up, and the piston rod drives the slide and the lifting arm up through the chain, to achieve the purpose of 
lifting. During the lifting, the slide will automatically engage with the safety block in the column during each ascent to
ensure that it will not slip off due to the failure of the hydraulic system.

2.1Technical data

Type Lifting
capacity

Lifting/Lowering
time

Lifting
height

Total
height

Total
width

Width
between

Power supply Motor
power

Noise

L-230 4000kg 50s 1900mm 2824mm 3382mm 2830mm 400V,3Ph,50Hz 2,2 kW >75dB
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2.2 Main structure
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3 Installation
3.1Before installation

Tools and equipments needed

1. Lifting equipment 1 piece, 
2. Anti-wear hydraulic oil 10L, 
3. Electric hammer drill with Ф18 chopping bit, 
4. Chalk, 
5. Tape, 
6. Magnet sag,
7. Ф15mm horizontal pipe 8 m , 
8. Open spanner 1 set, 
9. Inner hexagon spanner 1 set 
10. A cross screwdriver , 
11. An one word screwdriver, 
12. A needle nose pliers, 
13. Ф17,Ф19,Ф22 Socket wrench each 1, 
14. Hammer 1 pieces (4 pounds), 
15. Circlip pliers 1 piece.

Ground requirement

The car lift must be installed on the concrete ground level strong, concrete strength is more than C20/25, the error 
range shall less than 5mm, the minimum thickness of not less than 300mm. in the new pouring concrete need 
maintenance 20 days above.

Precautions during installation

 During installation, please observe that the two upright columns are parallel and vertical to the ground, and 
shall not be tilted.

 Hydraulic hose and steel cable connection, the joint must be connected in place, so as to avoid oil leakage and 
steel cable loose.

 All bolts and nuts must be tightened to ensure fastening.
 No vehicles shall be placed during the test.

3.2 Installation steps

Step 1: Remove the packing material, take out the accessory case, the bottom plate, etc.. Be sure to read and 
understand the manual carefully before proceeding to the next step

Step 2: Place support between two columns or hang a column with a crane and remove the screws on the packing rack

Caution: Be careful that the upright column is dumped during the dismantling of the packing frame to avoid human
injury and damage to the fittings between the columns.

Step 3: After removing the first column, place support under the second column, and then carefully remove the 
screws.

Step 4: Place the main and auxiliary column flat on the ground, and take out the supporting arm, control box, wire 
rope and other accessories inside the column.

Step 5: Remove the rope wheel at the top of the main and vice columns with circlip pliers, as shown in the figure 
below:
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1. Column top plate
2. Cable wheel
3. Cable wheel gasket
4. External circlip Ф30

Step 6: Remove the rope wheel at the bottom of the main and vice columns with circlip pliers, as shown in the figure 
below:

1. Column base plate 
2. Cable wheel
3. Cable wheel gasket
4. External circlip Ф30
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Step 7: As shown in the figure below, install the steel cable in the top and bottom sheaves of the main and auxiliary 
columns, and install the sheave gasket and external circlip Ф 30

1. Steel cable 
2. Cable wheel gasket
3. External circlip Ф30
4. Steel cable
5. Carriage parts
6. Main and auxiliary columns
7. Cable ring

Attention: Don’t install the cable wheel gasket and external circlip Ф 30 in steel cable A.

Step 8: Determine the installation position of the column, erect the main and auxiliary columns, the width between the
main and auxiliary columns is 2830MM

1. Determine the positions of the main and auxiliary columns for installing the power unit. (Main column with motor 
board).
2. According to the outline dimension drawing (accessory 2) and the foundation installation drawing (accessory 3), 
mark the shape and installation position of the bottom plate with chalk.
3. Before proceeding to the next step, please make sure that the bottom plate of the column is aligned with the line 
drawn in chalk again.
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Step 9: Install the column, first install the main column, then install the auxiliary column.

1. Use an electric hammer to drill the expansion bolt installation holes and apply vertical force so that the drill bit 
cannot be deflected.
2. After drilling the hole, sweep away the dust and make sure that the bottom plate of the column is aligned with the 
line drawn during the drilling process.
3. If the bottom plate needs gaskets to ensure levelness, plug gaskets of appropriate size to ensure that the column and 
the ground are vertical after the expansion bolts are tightened. Plug the gasket, Start tightening the expansion bolts.
4. Follow the chalk line to position the main column. Follow the steps 1, 2, and 3 to install the auxiliary column.

Drilling the hole Sweep away the dust Knock the expansion bolt Tighten by wrench

Step 10: Install the electromagnet:

A: Electromagnet 
B: M5*8 Phillips pan head screw 
C: M6*16 Phillips pan head screw 
D: Insurance plate 
E: Insurance plate fixing piece
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Step 11: Install the steel cable

1. Lift both sides of the slide, about 800mm off the ground, and then let go, the slide should be in the safe seat and 
won't fall.
2. Make sure the slide is in the safe position, and then install the steel cable.
3. The height of both sides of the slides must be same before installing the steel cable
4. Start the installation according to the steel cable connection diagram.
5. After laying the wire ropes, adjust the connectors until the tightness of the wire ropes on both sides is the same. You
can judge it by the sound of the insurance on both sides when it rises; if it is not certain at present, you can adjust it 
during the trial operation of the machine.
6. Steel Cable connection, using butter lubrication (this step is omitted).
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Step 12: Install the power unit

Step 13: Install the oil hose and connectors (A derailment chain is option)

1. Connect the hose according to the hose connection diagram.
2. Make sure the hose connectors are clean during connecting.
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1. Main cylinder 
2. Sub cylinder 
3. Oil hose 2860mm 
4. ZG3/8-M14*1.5 cylinder joint 
5. ZG3/8-M14*1.5 two post lift direct joint
6. M14 gasket set 
7. Two post lift oil hose joint 
8. Oil hose 2900mm 
9. Three way ball valve connector 
10. Power unit
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Step 14: Install power unit and control box

1. Install the control box onto the column

2. Install the limit switch (Connect the two wires of the limit switch to the AV AV contact of the control box)
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3. Connect the electromagnet line 

4. Connect the oil return solenoid valve line
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5. Connect the power line and motor line

The wire number and code of each wire corresponding to the control box are shown as below
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Step 15: Install the magnetic cover

Step 16: Install the lifting arm, guard rail, and tray

1.Install the arm

 Remove the circlip from carriage shaft pin with spring pliers.
 Install the arms with the carriage by the shaft pin.
 Swing the arms back and forth to make sure the arm locks match well.
 Install the removed circlip on the pin

2. Install the foot guard

 Using a 6mm Allen wrench to remove the M8*12 Allen screws of the arm
 Install the foot guard and fix it with the M8*12 hexagon socket screw.
 Install the pad
 Install the pad on the arms and fix it with Ф 50 circlip
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Step 17: Fill up with hydraulic oil

The tank has a capacity of 10L and usually only needs to be filled to 80% capacity.

Step 18: Test run

1. Connect to the corresponding power supply according to the power description on the machine nameplate.
2. Check mechanical safety lock status. The insurance system must be flexible and reliable.
3. No vehicles should be placed during the test run.
4. Ensure all connections are in good condition.
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Step 19: Install the column curtain

1.M6 nut 
2.M6*12 Phillips pan head screws 
3.column cover 
4.hook 
5.M8 flat mat
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Attention:
Check notes after installation

1 Whether the column is perpendicular to the ground,
2 Whether the main and sub columns are parallel,
3 Whether the hoses are well connected,
4 Whether the steel cable are well connected,
5 Whether the lifting arms are installed in place,
6 Whether the electrical connections are correct,
7 Whether the other parts are fastening well,
8 Whether the necessary lubricating parts are well lubricated.

4 Operation
4.1Instructions for operation notes

 Check all connections with the tubing and the machine can only be used if there is no oil leak.
 If the safety device of lifting machine fails, it must not be put into use.
 If the vehicle's center of gravity is not at the center of the lifting range, it cannot operate a lift, or SAFE 

company and the dealer will not bear any consequences.
 During the up and down of the lift,the operator and other staff must be in the safe area.
 When the lifting arm rises to the desired height, the power must be turned off to avoid the incorrect operation 

of the non-operator.
 Before you work under the car, you must press down the handle to ensure that the lock is in an occlusive state.

The lift is in the process of rising and falling, and all personnel must not be under the car.

4.2Control box operation instruction

Position Name Function
QF Power switch Control the main power
HL Power light Show whether the power is on
SB1 Emergency stop switch Cut off the power once emergency happens
SB2 Up button Control the lift up
SB3 Lock button Keep the lift in the safe position while working
SB4 Down button Control the lift down
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4.3Operation instructions

Up
1. The operation the lift must be read and understood before Operation instruction the machine,

2. Park the car in the middle of the two columns,

3. Swing the lift arm to the support point of the car to ensure that the center of the car is at the center of the four lifting

arms,

4. Turn on the power switch, gently press the up button on the control box until the lifting arm tray meets the support 

point of the car,

5. Keep going up, get the car off the ground, and then check the car's position again,

6. Go up to the height required to check if the car is safe, then press the lock button on the power unit to get the safety 

lock in place before you can work under the car.

Down
1. Turn on the emergency stop switch,

2. Press the down button on the control box, the lift will automatically rise about 50mm, at this time the lift is out of 

the insurance, the electromagnet works, and the lift goes down,

3. When the lifting arm falls completely, place the lift arm at a position of 180 °Remove all surrounding obstacles,

4. Take the car away.
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5 Troubleshooting

Fault phenomenon Cause Solutions

Abnormal sound The cylinder’s inside whether or not

frictio marks

Add lubricating oil to the inner column

The cylinder is whether or not obstacles Clean up internal obstacles

The motor does not turn and not rise The motor cut off the wire Replace the motor

Bad wire contact Check and connect the lines

The limit switch is off line. The action is

bad.

Connect the line. Adjust or replace the

limit switch

The motor turns but does not rise Motor reversal Correct wire connection

overflow valve looseness orobstacles Adjust or clean the overflow valve

The gear pump is damaged Replace the gear pump

Hydraulic oil insufficiency Replenishing hydraulic oil

The suction pipe is loose and loose Tightening suction pipe

Cushion valve looseness or obstacles Tighten or clean the buffer valve

After the rise, slowly unloading Oil cylinder seal is poor Replacement of seals

The one-way valve is poor Decomposition of cleaning to rule out or

replace

Improper overflow valve Decomposition of cleaning to rule out or

replace

The manual unload valve or the
electromagnet unloading valve is not

good

Decomposition of cleaning to rule out or

replace

Whether the steel cable is loose and not

adjusted

Check whether the wire rope is levelled

Slow rise The oil filter is blocked Decomposition of cleaning to rule out or

replace

Oil pressure mixed with air Replenishing hydraulic oil

The overflow valve adjustment is not in

place.

adjust

The hydraulic oil heat up 

(more than 45°)

Replace the hydraulic oil

Wear of oil cylinder seals Replacement of seals piece

Cylinder lubrication is not good Replace the lubricating oil within the

cylinder

Slow down The throttle valve is stuck and there are

obstacles

Decomposition of cleaning to rule out or

replace

The hydraulic oil is dirty Replace the hydraulic oil

The Explosion-proof throttle valve has

obstruction

Replace explosion-proof throttle valve

Oil tube obstruction Oil tube obstruction

A wire rope has a rough edge No butter lubrication during installation Replace the steel cable
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6 Maintenance

The routine maintenance of simple and low cost can ensure the normal operation and safety of the machine. The
following are the routine maintenance requirements. The following recommended routine maintenance time can be 
based on the use environment and frequency of the lift. 
The parts that need lubrication are shown below:

1. Arm pin
2. Unlock axis
3. Pad
4. Chain wheel
5. Up/down rope wheel
6. Chain
7. Slider
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6.1Check the following items before daily operation

The operator must undergo an inspection before the operation machine, and the inspection of the safety lock is very 
important and must be checked every day to guard against the failure to ensure that you will not suffer serious loss.

 At the time of operation, according to the sound judgment, the locking of the safety lock.
 Check the connection and leakage of the hydraulic pipe.
 Check the connection of the chain, the connection of the steel cable, the electrical part
 Check the fastening of anchor bolts.
 Check the lock tooth situation of arm lock.

6.2Weekly check content

 Check the flexibility of the moving parts.
 Check the status of security components.
 Check the volume of hydraulic oil. Press the ascending key to make the platform rise to the highest level. If 

you can't reach the highest altitude the hydraulic oil in the tank is not enough.
 Check the tightening of expansion bolts.

6.3Contents of monthly routine inspection

 Fastening of bolts
 The sealing of hydraulic system, if oil leak detection, tighten the joint position.
 Check the shaft pin, roller, carriage structure, lubrication and wear of lifting arm and related parts. The 

damage will be changed in time.
 Check the lubrication and wear of the steel cable.

6.4Content of annual routine inspection

 Empty the tank to check the hydraulic oil condition.
 Clean the filter in the tank.

Note: The car lift must be used for “lithium base grease” lubrication.
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Enclosure 1: Packing list, Accessories box

Packing list

Accessories box
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Enclosure 2: Dimension
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Enclosure 3: Foundation installation drawing

Enclosure 4: Hydraulic diagram

1. Main cylinder
2. Sub cylinder
3. Manual unload valve
4. Flow control valve
5. Motor
6. Gear pump
7. Tank
8. One-way valve
9. The overflow valve
10 .Parachute valve
11. Cushion valve
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No. Name Qty
1 Motor 1
2 Valve seat 1
3 Overflow valve 1
4 Choke plug 2
5 Cushion valve 1
6 Suction tubing 1
7 Oil filter 1
8 Throttle valve 1
9 Connector 1
10 Manual unload valve 1
11 One-way valve 1
12 Gear pump 1
13 Plastic fuel tank 1
14 Fuel tank cap 1
15 Oil return pipe 1

Enclosure 5: Electrical schematic diagram

FU1, FU 2 Fuse
TC Transformer
QF Power switch
SB1 Emergency stop switch
SB2 Up button
KM Alternating current contactor
SB3 Down
SB4 Lock
HL Indicator light
AV Limit switch
Q Electromagnet
Y Oil return solenoid valve
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Jabłonna -Majątek 12
23-114 Jabłonna
NIP: 712-254-67-61
tel. 81-565-71-71, fax 81-470-93-67, sklep@phu-szczepan.pl, www.phu-szczepan.pl  , www.redats.pl  

The EC Declaration of Conformity
CE-20

P.H.U. SZCZEPAN
Wyposażenie Wulkanizacji i Warsztatów
Jabłonna-Majątek 12
23-114 Jabłonna

As an authorized representative of the manufacturer: 
Safe Automotive Maintenance Equipment (Taicang) Co., Ltd.
No. 6, Binyang Road, Taicang Port Develop Zone, Jiangsu P.R. China

Product:
Two post lift with baseplate 

Model: 
REDATS L-230 (SF-B4000ES)

Serial number:
…………………………………

Under the sole responsibility, we declare that the product is in conformity with:
EC Certificate, number CE-C-0220-19-21-03-5A issued on 2019.05.30 by Notified Body for Machinery Directive: 

CCQS UK Ltd., 5 Harbour Exchange Square, London, E14 9GE, UK.
the product complies with the essential requirements of the:

2006/42/EC Directive
as well as the detailed requirements specified in harmonized standards of:

EN IS0 12100:2010, EN 1493:2010, EN 60204-1:2006/AC:2010

This Declaration is a basis for applying the CE mark on the product.
This Declaration relates exclusively to the machinery in the state in which it was placed on the market and excludes 
components which are added and/or operations carried out subsequently by the final user.
Technical documentation is available at: PHU SZCZEPAN Wyposażenie Wulkanizacji i Warsztatów, 
Jabłonna-Majątek 12; 23-114 Jabłonna, Poland

Jabłonna-Majątek, May 2021.
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